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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Jack Preece and Alex Raisbeck Edited by: Evan Lynch  
For use in: Season 9 Week 11 Friendly matches played 22/03/2023 

Correct as of: 22/03/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Japan's rugby union team delivered a shock 34-32 upset victory against which country at the 2015 Rugby World Cup? 

This team's World-Cup-winning captains are Francois Pienaar, John Smit and Siya Kolisi. 

SOUTH AFRICA (accept 

SPRINGBOKs) 

1b 
Which writer and philosopher, author of the essay "Civil Disobedience", also published an 1854 book subtitled "Life in the 

Woods"? It begins by describing his construction of a cabin for around 28 dollars. Henry David THOREAU 

2a "Tropical Trump" was a nickname used by Donald Trump for which former South American leader? Like Trump, this 

leader was known for his populist rhetoric, and only served one term, losing his re-election campaign to Lula da Silva in 

October 2022. Jair BOLSONARO 

2b 
What is the largest species of shark? The name of this shark features another ocean-dwelling creature. WHALE shark 

3a 

Which 1966 Dusty Springfield song, her only Number 1 hit, was originally written in Italian, and was later covered by Elvis 

Presley? It features the repeated lyric "Believe me", and has an eight-word title. 

"YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY 

YOU LOVE ME" 

3b 

Which island country uses the internet domain code .tv? Thanks to .tv's popularity as a vanity URL, domain registrations 

make up around 10% of this country's GDP. TUVALU 

4a 
Which Coronation Street villain's victims included Maxine Peacock and his second wife Patricia? He met his demise in 

2003 when he drowned after driving himself and his third wife Gail Platt into the canal. Richard HILLMAN 

4b 
Which TikTok feature, named for a musical term, allows users to appear alongside a pre-existing video while creating 

content on the app? DUET 



 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a 
What is the name given to the period of Chinese history between 220 and 280 AD? A 14th century novel about this 

period makes up one of the Four Great Classical Novels of Chinese literature. 

THREE KINGDOMS Period 

(accept Romance of the THREE 

KINGDOMS) 

1b 

From what European country does the blue cheese gorgonzola originate? ITALY 

2a Which video game series features characters such as Ryu, Ken, and Akuma? First released in 1987, it is the highest 

grossing fighting game series of all time. STREET FIGHTER 

2b The point on land located furthest from the ocean is located near which Chinese city, the capital of Xinjiang ["shin-

jaang"]? This city has a particularly-large Uyghur ["wee-gr"] population. ÜRÜMQI ["ur-umm-chee"] 

3a What is the name of the TV quiz show presented by The Chase's Anne Hegerty, in which two teams of relatives face off 

in a series of quizzes and games? BRITAIN'S BRIGHTEST FAMILY 

3b What is the third largest of Jupiter's Galilean moons? It is the densest moon in the Solar System and is known for having 

over 400 active volcanoes. IO 

4a The 2022 song 'I Just Called' by Anne Marie, featuring the line "I just called to say I hate you", samples a 1984 song by 

which American music legend? 

Stevie WONDER (or Stevland 

Hardaway MORRIS / JUDKINS) 

4b Which 1987 novel by Haruki Murakami takes its title from a Beatles song? It is the favourite song of the character Naoko, 

who, along with Midori, becomes involved with Toru Watanabe. NORWEGIAN WOOD 

 



 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a In the TV show Love Island, around which item in the villa are islanders instructed to gather for a recoupling? FIREpit 

1b Which chemical element, with the atomic number 74, has the highest known melting point of all elements? Its principal 

name derives from the Swedish for "heavy stone". 

TUNGSTEN (or WOLFRAM, or 

W) 

2a Who featured alongside Sam Smith on the 2022 hit "Unholy", which she performed alongside them at the 2023 Brit 

Awards? She became the first transgender woman to win a Grammy award for over 50 years in 2023. Kim PETRAS 

2b The Om is the most common symbol of what major religion? As a sound, it is commonly used in many rituals in this 

religion, such as prayers, weddings, and meditation. HINDUism 

3a The Peloponnesian Wars were principally fought between Athens and which other city-state? It eventually defeated 

Athens under the command of the admiral Lysander. SPARTA (or LACEDAEMON) 

3b To which English cricketer did Radio 1 host and former Saturdays member Mollie King get engaged to in 2021? Stuart BROAD 

4a 

Which French footballer holds the record for the most goals in a single FIFA men's World Cup? Despite it being his only 

World Cup, his 13 goals at the 1958 tournament has him joint-fourth on the all-time scorer rankings. Just FONTAINE 

4b One of the world's smallest capital cities, Valletta is the capital of what country? MALTA 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 
2022 UK Eurovision entrant Sam Ryder rose to prominence through a number of viral videos, including one where he 

sang which song from the musical Wicked in its original key? "DEFYING GRAVITY" 

1b Which strait connects the Andaman Sea and the South China Sea? The main shipping lane between the Indian and 

Pacific Oceans, it lies between the Malay peninsula and the Indonesian island of Sumatra. Strait of MALACCA 

2a The 1973 folk horror film The Wicker Man stars which actor as Lord Summerisle? This actor also played Saruman in the 

Lord of the Rings films, and Scaramanga in The Man with the Golden Gun. Christopher LEE 

2b Which American pop star and actress released the makeup line R.E.M Beauty in 2021? It is named after a song that 

featured on her 2018 album Sweetener. Ariana GRANDE 

3a What chess opening sees a player move their king to the space vacated by their pawn in turn 1? Regarded as a joke 

opening, its name suggests that to make such a bad decision. the player must be using a certain piece of equipment to 

smoke cannabis. 

BONGCLOUD Attack (accept 

BONGCLOUD Opening) 

3b A porcelain urinal signed "R. Mutt" and named Fountain is a sculpture by which French artist, known for his readymades? (Henri-Robert-)Marcel DUCHAMP 

4a Sukarno was the first President of which Southeast Asian country? This country proclaimed its independence from the 

Netherlands in December 1945. Republic of INDONESIA 

4b In graph theory, what adjective describes a tree that covers all the vertices of a graph? Prim's and Kruskal's algorithms 

can be used to find the "minimum" kind of these trees, which use the fewest edges possible. 

SPANNING tree (or minimum 

SPANNING tree) 

 



 
HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 

 
 
Round 5 

1a Which Hungarian striker, a teammate of Ferenc Puskás and a member of the "Mighty Magyars", has the highest goals-

per-game at the men's World Cup of players to play more than one match? He scored 11 goals in five games at the 1954 

tournament, including two hat-tricks. 

Sándor KOCSIS ["SHAN-dor Ko-

cheesh"] 

1b The Khanda is the symbol of what major religion? It is an amalgamation of three elements, a sword, two daggers, and a 

chakram, a type of throwing weapon originating in India. SIKHism 

2a In the TV show Love Island, what is the name of the phase of the show in which the boys and girls are split into two 

separate villas with a new set of boys and girls, and then brought back together in an often fiery recoupling? CASA AMOR 

2b 
To which worldwide DJ and record producer did Radio 1 host Vick Hope get engaged to in 2022? 

Calvin HARRIS (accept Adam 

WILES) 

3a Which Brit-Award nominated Bradford-based bassline and rap group have had hits with "Don't You Worry About Me", 

"450", and "BMW"? The group have also had a self-titled reality series broadcast on ITV2. BAD BOY CHILLER CREW 

3b Which chemical element, with the atomic number 9, is the most electronegative element? Its name derives from the Latin 

for 'to flow'. FLUORINE (or F) 

4a The Punic Wars were fought between Rome and which city-state, located in modern-day Tunisia? Their military was often 

led by the Barca family, including Hamilcar and Hannibal. CARTHAGE 

4b One of the world's smallest capital cities, Vaduz is the capital of what country? LIECHTENSTEIN 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 
The 2023 song 'My Bed' by Leah Kate, featuring the line "I just can't get you out of my bed" samples a song by which 

Australian pop-superstar? Kylie MINOGUE 

1b What short name, a literary reference, is commonly given to the oceanic pole of inaccessibility, or the point on Earth farthest 

from land? Like many other space projects, the International Space Station is scheduled to crash into this point at the end of 

its life. Point NEMO 

2a 
What is the name given to the period of Chinese history between 475 and 221 BC? The end of the period saw the unification 

of China and the establishment of the Qin ["chin"] dynasty. WARRING STATES Period 

2b 
The smallest of the four Galilean moons of Jupiter, which moon has the smoothest surface of any known object in the Solar 

System? It has been suggested that there could be liquid water beneath the surface. EUROPA 

3a 

Which video game series, based around the King of Iron Fist Tournament, features characters such as Jin Kazama, Kazyua 

Mishima, and Paul Phoenix? First released in 1994, it is the third best-selling fighting game series of all time. TEKKEN 



3b 

From what European island country does the semi-hard cheese halloumi originate? CYPRUS 

4a 

What is the name of the TV quiz show presented by The Chase's Paul Sinha, in which two teams of celebrities face off over a 

series of rounds in the titular quiz category? The teams are captained by Rob Beckett and Fay Ripley. 

Paul Sinha's TV 

SHOWDOWN 

4b 
The title of a 2002 novel by Murakami makes reference to which Czech author? The book's title character is named after this 

author, whose name is also used to describe absurd or surrealistic situations in literature. 

Franz KAFKA (accept 

KAFKA on the Shore) 

 
Round 7 

1a Which southeast Asian country gained its independence from Britain in August 1957? Singapore would itself gain 

independence from this country in August 1965. MALAYSIA 

1b Which American pop star and actress released the makeup line Rare Beauty in 2019? It shares its name with the singer's 

third album. Selena GOMEZ 

2a 2023 UK Eurovision entrant Mae Muller appeared as a child in the music video to which Mika hit? It was his only UK 

number one single. "GRACE KELLY" 

2b Marcel Duchamp is often associated with which early-20th-century avant-garde art movement? One possible story for this 

movement's name is that it was coined by sliding a knife into a dictionary and stopping at a word meaning "hobby-horse". DADA (or DADAism) 

3a The 2019 folk horror film Midsommar stars which English actress as Dani, who becomes the May Queen and watches her 

boyfriend be burned to death in a cult sacrifice? This actress plays the second Black Widow, Yelena Belova, in the Marvel 

Cinematic Universe, and starred opposite Harry Styles in 2022's Don't Worry Darling. Florence PUGH 



3b Which strait connects the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman? Connecting the Persian Gulf to the open ocean, around a 

quarter of the world's oil production passes through this strait. Strait of HORMUZ 

4a In chess's Sicilian Defence, early moves of pawn-to-g6 and bishop-to-g7 can be known as the Accelerated and Hyper 

Accelerated versions of a variation named for what sort of creature? It is said that black's pawn structure resembles a 

constellation, or this creature's tail. 

DRAGON (accept Accelerated 

DRAGON or Hyper Accelerated 

DRAGON) 

4b 
In graph theory, what adjective, after an Irishman, is given to a cycle that visits every vertex of a graph exactly once before 

returning to the origin? Finding one of these cycles for a graph with edge weights can be extended into the Travelling 

Salesman problem. 

HAMILTONIAN cycle (accept 

HAMILTONIAN path or 

HAMILTONIAN circuit; prompt on 

"Hamilton") 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Which Coronation Street villain's victims included Andy Carver and Michael Rodwell? He met his demise in 2018 when he 

was stabbed by long-time nemesis Anna Windass. Pat PHELAN 

1b What species of shark is named after the dark stripes on its skin? The name of this shark features the largest living cat 

species. TIGER shark 

2a 
Japan upset which European team 19-12 at the 2019 Rugby World Cup? This country has never progressed past the 

quarter finals of a World Cup, although they won Six Nations Grand Slams in 2009, 2018 and 2023. IRELAND 

2b Which European country uses the internet domain code .me? Despite a population of just over 600,000, this country's 

domain has over 1 million registered domains. MONTENEGRO 



3a 
"Juan Trump" was a nickname used by Donald Trump for which Mexican leader? Often known by his initials, he has 

campaigned as a centre-left populist, and has implemented numerous social reforms in his time in office. 

Andrés Manuel LÓPEZ 

OBRADOR (or AMLO; prompt on 

partial answer) 

3b Henry David Thoreau was a major part of which 19th-century American philosophical movement? Another author from this 

movement, Ralph Waldo Emerson, described its belief of finding divine experience in the every-day in the essays "Nature" 

and "Self-Reliance". 

TRANSCENDENTALism (or 

TRANSCENDENTAList) 

4a Which 1968 Dusty Springfield song features on the soundtrack for the 1994 film 'Pulp Fiction'? It features the repeated lyric 

'Yes he was'. "SON OF A PREACHER MAN" 

4b Which TikTok feature allows users to play part of a pre-existing video before following it with their own material? Its name 

suggests how the two videos are being combined. STITCH 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 
Bastet, sometimes called Bast, is an Egyptian goddess with the head of which animal? CAT 



2 

‘Easy on me’ was a UK number 1 hit in 2022 for which artist? 

 ADELE 

3 The Talented Mr Ripley is a 1955 novel by which author? Patricia HIGHSMITH 

4 Who won the 2023 Sports Personality of the Year award in 2022? Beth MEAD 

 
 


